
Cometh the
football tribe
The World Cup opens a new chapter not only for the
game but for the whole African continent

THE fever is upon us already Every four
years for as long as I can remember
football or soccer for those of us with

American leanings I ve lived the World Cup
fever I have memories that span as far back as
Maradona s Hand of God in Argentina v
England 1986 which has gone down in the
annals of history and a really skanky spitting
incident between Frank Rijkaard and Rudi
Voeller in the match between Holland and
Germany 1990 which didn t

I m still waiting for the day for Malaysia to
sneak into the play offs I suspect I m not the
only one but till that happens I ve been a
staunch supporter of the Dutch team mostly
because of aforementioned Rijkaard as a
teenager 1 drooled over him and in recent
years moved on to Brazil I ask you has any
one seen sexier football played
The whole tenor of my personality will

change for the next month Judging by previ
ous years there s a World Cup fantasy football
competition I m going to participate in And
countless Dutch and Brazilian matches I will
reschedule my life for in order to watch the
live telecasts of In short I will become obsessed
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with men chasing a ball around a field of
screaming people Go figure
So here I am a woman a mother a shopper
nothing to suggest I am a secret ladette at

heart I assure you I am not but theWorld Cup
still excites me in a way that Liverpool hasn t in
a couple of decades I realise I m not above the
primitive stirring of tribalism like everyone it
appeals to a deep human instinct in me
The tribalism of football is well known it

creates a strong cultural identity which keeps
us committed to each other despite our differ
ences It is the only time that supporters of any
given World Cup team will stand united
regardless of the colour of their skin religion
gender and moral beliefs
The role of tribalism in human evolution is a

strong one it creates a cultural identity inde
pendent of a lot of other things that go on in
our lives which tend to bog us down In doing
so it brings out positive tribal values of egali
tarianism and unity in each of us
The more negative values will also be evi

dent from slagging off others teams and
best friends will fall out over this to outright
football hooliganism For the next month we ll
be seeing a lot of both types of behaviour
around the world
The 2010 World Cup is especially different

for me and much of the world for the simple
reason that it s taking place in South Africa
The Rainbow Nation has been through a lot of
turmoil over the past few decades It shares
many similarities with Malaysia from its
multi ethnic demographic to the outstanding
beauty of its landscape But it is also different
in many ways
South Africa s past is marred by violence and

some of the worst kind of discrimination
known to man in the form of apartheid The
struggle ofNelson Mandela whilst inspiring is
also heart rending because it highlights all the
losses people have suffered in their quest for
freedom
South Africa has the highest number of peo

ple infected with HIV and AIDS in the world
an estimated 5 7 million people in 2009 Its

economy has been floundering for years cou
pled with decades of discriminatory policies
this has resulted in high levels of inequality
characterised by extreme wealth on the one
hand and desperate poverty on the other
What does the World Cup mean to South

Africans one might ask The more cynical of
us will be tempted to say more money And it
cannot be denied that the price of a number of
tourist and hospitality utilities have increased
tremendously in the buildup to the World
Cup
However it also stands out as one of South

Africa s most defining moments as described
by chief executive officer of the 2010 FIFA
World Cup OrganisingCommittee SouthAfrica
DrDannyJordaan
He cites a host of other moments which

have been imprinted into the psyche of South
Africans the day Mandela was released from
prison the first democratic elections in 1994
the Springbok victory in the 1995 RugbyWorld
Cup and the Africa Cup of Nations win 1996
The announcement ofSouth Africa s success

ful bid to host theWorld Cup was made on May
15 2004 and since then as Drjordaan says
The world has heard many more stories about
us sometimes more negative than positive
but this World Cup gives all South Africans the
opportunity to show the world who we really
are 16 years into our democracy
At the end of the day we all need a sense of

belonging to feel like we re part of a bigger
whole one that transcends human frailties
such as greed racism and discrimination ine
quality and poverty We need to feel we re part
of an interconnected web of humanity one
which celebrates the positive aspects of life At
its best tribalism is all about this and the 2010
World Cup is humanity s homage to celebrat
ing life
So let s just cave in to football fever and

enjoy the 2010 FIFA World Cup

Sheifa Stanley is a Kuala Lumpur based writer
and TV producer You can find out more about
her atwww sheila stanley com
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